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Abstract. In this paper the investigation of the theory of gralnmatical complexity as started by 
Bucher (1981) and Bucher, Culik Ii, Maurer and Wotschkz (1981) is continued. The basic 
question we are concerned with is the following: Given some finite language L, what is the smallest 
number of context-free productions needed to generate L, the q%o-called (context-free) complexity 
of L. We strengthen some of the results given by Bucher et >:I. (1981), the main result being a 
necessary condition for certain sequences of finite languages rn be of aublinear complexity. 
1. Introduction and preliminaries 
This paper continues the study of the theory of grammatical complexity as started 
in [ 11 and [2], the basic question being: What is the smallest number of context-free 
productions necessary to generate a given finite language L? This smallest number 
of context-free productions will throughout this paper be called the (confext-free) 
complexity of L, abbreviated as CF(L). Similarly one might consider the minimal 
number of linear productions (LIN( L)) or the minimal number of one-sided linear 
productions (REG( L)), etc. Clearly, this minimal number of productions will depend 
on the type of generative device considered: Some relations between different types 
can be found in [2]. 
Our interest in this question was originally audkened by the fact that it seemed 
very difficult to determine minimal context-free grammars (i.e., context-free gram- 
mars with a minimal number of productions) even for very simple languages. A 
typical example of this problem is the following question which arose in connection 
with the study of two-level grammars [4]. 
Let &={a,...., a,,} be an alphabet and let L,, be the finite language L,, = 
(UiUj 1 i f i, 16 i, j d n}. How many context-free productions are necessary to generate 
IL,,? Despite considerable effort to solve this question, we are not able to give the 
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xact value of CF(L,) for arbitrary n, although one can show by detailed study of 
enera properties of minimal grammars (see [2]) that lim.,,, CF(L)/ n = 2. 
Instead of giving exact proofs for upper and lower bounds, we merely sketch how 
ne could construct grammars for L, with 2n +o( n) context-free productions. 
Let n = rn’ and consider variables A,, . . . , AZ,,, and the following set of produc- 
ons: 
A, + aiIai+,I l l l Iai+tm-,,m fori=l,...,m, 
A,,,+i+~~,--l,,+l IQ-,,,,,+,I l - l JCfinl for i = 1,. . . 7 m. 
hen, to generate {aia; 1 i f; j.. 1 s i, j s n}pne has to generate the sets {AiAj I i f j, 1 c 
js m} and (AiAjIi#j, m+lsi, js 2m). Thus, if f(k) denotes the number of 
jntext-free productions necessary to generate (aiaj I i # j, 1 s i, js k}, we have 
n)s2n+2f(m) and, since f(k)=O(k) (see [2]), this yields f(n)=2n+o(n). 
Before giving our results, we briefly give the basic notions used in this paper. We 
ill denote context-free grammars by G = ( V, C, P, S), where V is the total alphabet, 
G V the terminal alphabet, P the set of productions and S the start symbol. For 
I arbitrary infinite language L we call L,, = {x E: LI 1x1 s n} (1x1 denotes the length 
’ x) the n-cut of L and we say for an arbitrary infinite language L that L is of 
otttext-free) complexity f (for short CF(L,,) = f( 1 L,,I j, where f is a function defined 
1 the natural numbers and lL,ll is the number of words in L,,), if, for arbitrary II, 
~crc is a context-free grammar G generating L,, with f(l L,,I) productions and L,, 
Innot be generated with fewer productions. Simila; definitions may be givers for 
her types of generative devices. Throughout this paper we will make use of the 
Illowing conventions: 
i 11 For ati arbitrary real number x, LX] ([A-]) is the integer tz such that 
!-- .Y’I,l!+l (n-l <:_usrt). 
(21 log n means logarithm of n with base 2. 
(31 For functions f and g defined on the natural numbers we write f = o(p) 
=0(g); f= 8(g)], if lim,,,, f( rz)/gln) = 0 [if there is a constant c > 0 such that 
tz ) c cg! n 1 for large K if there are constants c,d > 0 such that cg( n) d f(n) c dg( n) 
r large PI]. 
In Section 2, based en some auxiliary lemmas, the following result is proved: ;” 
infinite ianguagc L is of sublinear complexity, i.e., CF( L,,) = o(IL,,I), then, f<>r 
bitrary k. L must contain subsets of the form {x,, yl}, . . . , {xk, yli) or 
I, 
I 1 x,{jj.. . . , yJ-_,. Similar results are also proved for minimal linear and one- 
icd linear qammars. 
In Ihe proofs of our results, use of [2, Lemma 2.11 is made a couple of times. We 
:r-t’forc briefly restate the essence of this lemma. 
mma ([2, Lemma 2.1-j). Let G = ( V, y Y P, S) be a minimal context-free grammar 
* .‘ne .finite hguage L and let A E V - (E U {S}). Then it holds: 
I i I.(Ar =(Sf 2”! l A ** s) cotztains at least tw words. 
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(2) There are words ul, u2, vl, v+ C* such that ulAvl f uzAvz and 
S+ u,Aq, S+” u2Avz. 
2. Languages with sublinear complexity 
The aim of this section is to give a necessary condition for a language to be of 
sublinear complexity. We start with two lemmas. 
Lemma 2.1. Let L be a finite language, IL1 2= 2, and G = ( V, C, P, .S) be a minimal 
context-free grammar for L. Let AO, . . . , Ak be nonterminals in V and let, for 
j= 1,. . . , k, Aj + uj_ 1 Aj_ f vi_ I be productions in P, uj,Vj E V* for all j. Then 1 L( Ak >I 2 
k + 2 [L( Ak) denotes the set of all terminal words derivable from Ak] 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of nonterminals given. If k = 0, 
then L(A,) contains at least two words by [2, Lemma 2.11. Now, assume that the 
lemma is proven for less than or equal to k variables and assume that k + 1 variables 
Ao, . . . , Ak are given plus the fo.!lowing rules: 
Ak -+ uk_,Ak_, vk_, 
By assumption, (L(Ak_,)( 2 k + 1. 
Let C”,i _l, resp. vk_ Iv be the sets of words in c* derivable from uk_. i, resp. v)k_ l. 
Then L(A& Uk_lL(Ak._I)Vk_l and (&_,L(Ak_I)Vk__113 k+l. Again, by 
12, Lemma 2111, P contains a production Ak + 5, &z V*, g# Uk-lAk-Iuk--I. If 
L(t)‘k ~~~-IL(Ak-I)Vk_I,then~L(Ak)l~1~~_~L(Ak-,)Vk_,l+1~ k+2,andweare 
finished. So assume that L( 5) c &-, L( Ak.- ,) Vk- l. 
Define G’:= ( V, 2, P-{Ak + 61, S). Obviously L(G’) c L(G). To show the 
inclusion L(G) E L(G’) let x be a word in L = L(G) and assume that there is a 
derivation D of x using the production Ak + 6. Consider the derivation tree T 
corresponding to D and let 7; be a subtree of T with root Ak which corresponds 
to an application of Ak + 5 and the consequences of 5. The terminal word y of T1 
is in L( 5) and therefore in &__ &(&_.I) vk-,. From general properties of minimal 
grammars we know that because of .& + Uk+ Ak_l z’k-1 E P, no derivation 
uk-- ,Ak-1 ok-, +* U&V is possible in G. So there is a derivation 
D’ : Ak + 11~ lAk _. lvk__, + * y, and no Ak will appear in the derivation tree T’ 
corresponding to D’ except for the root. Therefore; T, can be replaced by T’ and 
if similar replacements are made for all other applications of Ak + 5, we finally get 
a derivation tree of x without using Ak + 4. Hence x E L(G’). But L(G) = L(G’) 
contradicts the assumption of G being minimal, so L(E) z 
r/,_,L(Ak+) v,-, CalMlOt hold. 0 
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emma 2.2. Lea G = ( V, 2, P, $> be a minimal context-free grammar for the finite 
rnguage II, and let AI,..., Ak be nonterminals in V. Assume that P contains the 
rles S+u,A,vr. and Ai-wj+,Ai+,vj+, for j=l,...,k-1 and assume that no 
bnterrtial form of G contains two or more occurrences of symbols in {A,, . l l , Ak)= 
hen the number of terminal contexts of Ak is greater than or equal to k + 1 (a pair 
r, v) E C* x Z* is called a terminal context of X E V if S+* uXV). 
roof. The proof again follows by induction on k. 
From [2, Lemma 2.11 we know that Al must have at least two terminal contexts. 
I assume that the lemma is proven for less than or equal to k - 1 nonterminals 
rd productlans S+ u,A,v,, Ap u~+~A~+~v~+, for j= 1,. . . , k-2. Let Ak-p 
Akvk be a new production. By assumption, Ak-, appears in at least k terminal 
Intexts, say fq, PI), . . . , (a,, Pm) with m 3 k and (ai, pi) f (aj, pi) for i f j. Let 
and v be in C* such that uk +* u, vk +* v. Then Ak has the terminal contexts 
‘,Uq Upi:q s’ = 1~ s m l 9 m. From general properties of minimal context-free grammars 
:e 121) it follows that there must be a rule different from Ak_l + ukAkvk containing 
k on the right-hand side, say C+ u’A,J, U’V’E V*. 
Let (yf* 6,), . l l , ( yrt 6,) be all the terminal contexts of C and let u’ = L( u’) and 
’ = L( 0’). 
As in the previous lemma two cases arise: 
{(y&L t;‘S,)j i = I,. . . , r, U% 0, 0% V’}c{(cq~~, v&)/i= 1,. . . , r-12) 
the inclusion does not hold. The latter case obviously means that Ak has at least 
+ 1 2 k + 1 terminal contexts, whereas the former case contradicts the minimality 
G. Indeed, assume 
{(y,ti’. t;‘S,)ii= 1,. . . , r, ti’c rl’, ii’E V’} c (a,~, z$?~ 1 i = 1,. . . , ~2). 
t G’ = ( V, 2’, P-{C-+ LA&}, S). 
l’laint. L(G) = L( Gj. 
P~of of the claim. Obviously L(G’) c L(G). Now let x be in L = L,(G) and let 
be a G-derivation using C -+ u’Akv’. After a suitable rearrangement of the 
ivation steps, D may be written as 
S ** y,C& + y,u’A,o’fi, =+* y,$&ti%, +* x = y,$ wC’8, 
with iE{l,. . . , r}, ii% P, FE V’. 
assumptiorr. ( y,ri’, S,)=(cu,k c/3,) for jE{l.. . . , m}. Therefore, there exists a . 
-ivation 
1)’ : s ** tr,Ah 1 p, * ct,ll&,, L.-J?, =9 tu,rrA,, V/3! ** cY;llWL$3, = x. 
: have to show that in this derivation the rule C+ dAkv’ is not used. 
aI Since there are no loops in G, Ak =$ * w doe3 not use C + ll’Akv’. 
b) S*’ qlf&@, does not use C + dA&: Consider that part of the derivation 
,’ corrc\ptjnding tc: I>’ which belongs to S+* LY,MA,&,: 
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If there is a node labelled C outside the path from S to Ak, there is sentential form 
of G containing two AA’s, which contradicts our assumptions. Therefore, a node 
labelled C can only lie on the path from S to Ak. Now assume that C --+ u’A& is 
applied. Then the node labelled with C must be,the father of Ak in the diagram 
above, otherwise the path from S to Ak would contain a path from a node labelled 
Ak to another node labelled Ak. But C being the father of Ak means that C --, u’A,$ 
equals Ak_, + ukAkvk, a contradiction again. Therefore C + u’/J,I’ cannot be used 
in D’ and this proves that x E L(G’), i.e., L(G) = L( G’), a contradiction to the 
minimality of G. q 
Combining Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 we obtain the following. 
Propositioii 9 l 3 i -et G be a minimal context-free grammar for the firaite language L 
and assume :,iere is a derivation tree of G of height k 3 2. Then there are words 
Xiryr,ZiES*, i=l,*.., \k/2J+l, such that (Xi, Zi) # (Xi, Zi) for i f j and 
U ‘k’2’+1 X,{yl,. . . 9 ylk/2]+*}Zi C_ Lf* I=1 
Proof. Consider a derivaticn tree T of height k and a path of length k in this tree. 
Let the nodes on this path be labelled with S, A ,, . . . Ak_,, a, where a E 2. Let 
I= I$]. Then, b ecause of Lemma 2.1,1L( A,)1 2 k - 1 - i t 2 2 I + 1. Two cases have 
to be considered: 
Case 1. There is a sentential form of G containing two occurrences of symbols 
of (A,, . . . , A,}. In this case there is a sentential form containing at least two A!%, 
say xA,yA,z, with X, y, z E C*. But then xL(Al)yL(Al)zc L and if L(&) 2 
&,I’ *a 9 yI+ I}, we may set Xi = Xyiy, Zi = t for i = 1, . . . , I+ 1 to obtain the desired 
result. 
Case 2. No sentential form of G contains more than one symbol of {A,, . . . , A,}. 
In this case Lemma 2.2 is applicable: The number of terminal contexts of Al is 
greater than or equal to I + 1. So there are words yi, 1 d i s I -+ 1, and pairs (Xi, z,) E 
Z*XZ*, lGisl+l, such that A,J*yi and S+*XiA/Zi for i=l,...,f+l and 
again Proposition 2.3 follows. q 
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gemark. If ti finite language L can be generated better than by listing all words, 
hen there always are derivation trees of height k 2 2. This means, if for no words 
:,, y,, zj E X*, i = 1.29 UT=1 x,(y,, y2)z’ , c L, then L can be generated minimally only 
by listing all words. An example of such a situation is the language L1 = (a’b’c’I i E I} 
there I is an arbitrary finite subset of the natural numbers. 
,emma 2.4. Let G”= ( V, 2, P, S) be a minimal context-free grammar generating 
inite language L. If there is a sentential form of G containing k nonterminals, then 
kere are terminal words Xi and yiy i = 1, . . . , k, such that {x,, yl) l n l (xk, yk} c L. 
koof. Every nonterminal in a minimal grammar leads to at least two different 
xminal words. Cl 
Nova we are ready to state the main result of this section. 
‘heorem 2.5. Let L be an infinite language ouer z1 with sublinear complexity (i.e., 
‘H L,,) =o(IL,,I)). Then for all k there is an n(k) and there are words xi, yi, Zi E Z”, 
=: I , . . . l k, such that for all n 2 n ( k ) one of the foClowing two cases holds: 
II) (X,,7J.)f(xj,2/),y,fyiforifjurtdU)(,, Xi{yi,s..,yk}tiEL,,, 
(2) x, F y, for i 7 1,. . . , k and {x,, yl}. . l {xk, yk}~ L,,. 
roof. Let ( G,, I,, . , be a fixed sequence of minimal context-free grammars for the 
.tts L-,, of I., G,, = ( V,, 2, P,, S,,). Denote _ H(n) the height of a highest derivation 
pee of G,,, by Win) the maximal number j; - ~lterminals occurring in a sentential 
)rm of (3 and by F( 12) the maximal number of right sides for nonterminals of G,,. 
If lim sup,, . * H(n)=~,thenforallkE~thereisn’k)E~suchthatH(n(k))L2k. 
,c Proposition 2.3 we conclude that there are terminal words yl, . . . , yk, x1, . . . , xk, 
, . . . . zk such that )I’, f yi and (x,, 2;) # (x,, zi) for i # j and IJfzl si{ y,. . . . , yk}zj C_ 
‘1. c, I* - 5ince L,, 2 L,;.) for all n? rt(kj, case (1) holds. 
If lim sup, +1 W( n I= 00, then, by Lemma 2.3, case (2) holds. 
So we may assum. that H( IZ) and W(n) are bounded functions, say H(n) s H 
td W( 0 j s Vi’ for Al n E N. Under these assumptions F(n) cannot be a bounded 
nction. otherwise 1. would be a finite language, as can easily be seen by considering 
e posi;ible number of derivation trees of the grammars G,,. 
For the remainder of this section let F(A), A (- I’,#, denote the number of 
oductions in P,, with A on the left side. 
Two possibilities arise: 
i il For arbitrary k E N there is an rz or’ N such that there is a nonterminal A E ‘c/,] 
th F! A) __ k and there are at least k different terminal contexts 
I. qi.. . . , (I&, t?k) E- 2’* x c* of A. 
(ii) (i) does ni)t hold. 
(Ike Ci) is easily settled. If we can prove the following claim, then obviously (i) 
:lds case ( 1) of the thcorern. 
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Claim 1. If F(A) 3 k then IL(A)] 2 k. 
Proof of Claim 1. A possible proof is by induction on k and can be carried ou 
in the same way as the proofs of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 by showing that in the cast 
IL(A)1 < k the grammar G, cannot be minimal. We omit the details. 
So assume (ii) holds, i.e., there is a kO E N such that for all n E N and for all A E V, 
either F(A) < k. or there are less than k,, different terminal contexts of A. We wil 
show in several steps that this assumption leads to a contradiction. 
Let, for n e N, V’,” := {A E V, 1 F(A) 3 ko} and let G’,” := ( V,, C, P’,“, S,), where 
Note that variables A with F(A) 2 k,, will then appear on right sides only in starting 
rules. 
Claim 2. Gj,” has the same number of rules as G,, (in order) and L( G:,’ ’ j = 
U G,,) = L,,. 
Proof of Claim 2 
IPjl”l= I{S,, + uAul u, 2, E E”, A E Vl,“, $3 :;, uAv}l ’ 
+Ip,,n(V,x(Vtl - v’,“)*)[ s (k,- l)IP,,( + IpttI I= k,,tP,I. 
(Note that I V!,’ ) I s lP,J and that A E Vi,’ ) has less than k,, terminal contexts.) 
This proves the first part ,,f Claim 2. To show L( G’,*) ) = L( G,) first let x E L( G,,) 
and let S,,+x,=+* l +YX, = x be a G,,-derivation of X. If there occurs a variable of 
V 1,” -{S,,) in this derivation, consider the largest t’ < t such that x,~ contains such 
an A E Vi,“. Then S,* =$ (Aq a&,” x and in the last t- t’ derivation steps no 
variables of V’,” occur, so only rules of P,# n ( V,, X ( Vn - V!' ‘j*) will be applied. 
(Note that (AT cannot contain more than one nonterminal of Vjl' ), since t’ was 
chosen to be the largest subscript possible!) Let u, v E C* be those subwords of x 
such that 5’” u, 77 +* u. Then SI+ A,, uAv+ A,, x, where in the second part of 
the derivation only rules of P,, n ( V, X ( Vn - V’,‘))*) will be applied. Therefore 
S,,* ci!,~~ uAv+ &:,j x is a G!,“- derivation and x E L( Gt,“). The inclusion L( GL”) c 
L( G,,) is obvious, so Claim 2 is proven. 
Claim 3. There is a constant M such that, for arbitrary A E V, - ( Vj,“u {S,,}), 
I{ x~,r*(A+;:,l~ x)1”- M. 
Proof of Claim 3. All derivation trees of Gj,” with root A have height less than 
or equal to H - 1. From the structure of Pi,” it follows that no node labelled with 
a variable of Vi,‘) appears in such a tree, so for each internal node there are at 
most k,,-- 1 possible choices, each choice leading to at most W internal nodes (recall 
that W(n) s W for all II E fV). Now, a simple combinatorial argument shows that 
A4 exists. We leave the details to the reader. 
The next step of the proof is to replace P, n V,, X ( Vn - V’,“)* by a very simple 
set of rules which will immediately allow us to estimate I&( in terms of I P,J. 
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Let, for n EN, 
vk2):= V’,‘kJ(S,}u x, p’,“’ := (p’,” n vf’ x ( v’;‘)*) u Q,, 
where 
Q, := (A + x 1 A E Vi”‘, there is 6 E I( V, - V’,” )* such that 
A + &z P$) and 5 =+* x}. 
,et G’,2’ := ( V2 c P2) s ) . 
Claim 4. Gi” hh ;hd shame number of rules as G’,“’ (in order) and L( G’,“) = 
‘,(G!f’). 
Proof of Claim 4 
IP;2)l=IP;% v’,“x(vjl2))*)+~a,~~~~~‘~~+MWJP(,1)~=(1+MW)~~(,I~J, 
ihere ML”’ comes from the fact that there only less than or equal to IPy’I rules in 
‘,n(v,X(&-- V’,” )*> and the possible right sides 6 do not contain more than 
Y elements of V,, - V’,“. So the constant A4 of Claim 3 gives M w. 
It should be clear that L( G’,“) = L( GL2’). 
So GL2’ = ( V’,“‘, E, P’,,?, SJ is a &near grammar, the derivation trees of G’,-” have 
eight less than or equal to 2 and Gi2’ has less than or equal to (1 + M w, k&J rules. 
low, let, for A f S,,, tA := I{(u, u) I S,, + uAv E a’,“}1 and, for A in Vf-’ - 2, 
,:=)(.kE*IA 9 x E Pf’)). Therefore lP(n”l = c,,, tA +x, r& 
,, 
Hence, 
IL,~I=Ir-((;i,“)li~s+c~~.s~ ~~r,.+rs+ r: (k,,-1)r.,,~k~(l+M’4’)lP,I. 
r\ # .S,, 
I L is not of sublinear complexity, rend this contradiction arises from the assumption 
’ possibility (ii). 1z 
If one is rather interested in minimal linear or one-sided linear grammars, then 
t the preceding arguments hold as well, but the function W(n) of Theorem 2.5 
a priori bounded by 1. Moreover, in the case of one-sided linear grammars, 
rminal contexts are always of the form (u, A) ((A, u). resp.). Hence, the following 
IIds. 
wotem 2.6. (i) If L is an infinite language with sddinear bear complexity (i.e. 
N(1 n I= 0(1 L,,!), then for all k E. N there are WOOS Xi, yi, zi E 2*, i = I, . . . k, such 
11 tJ:sf x,{yl.. . . , y&c L. 
(ii5 If L is an infinite language with sublinear regular complexity (REG( L,) = 
L,IH, then for all k E N there are wqrds *xi, yi E X*, i = 1, . . . , k, such that 
9”. . , Xk)o’,, . - * , Xk)E L. 
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